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Critical points of complex thermodynamic systems are classified by their order 0, defined here for the first time. 
A convenient notation is developed for such points. 

The geometric approach to phase transitions in 
mult icomponent  systems [ 11, which was used by Grif- 
fiths to propose the existence of tricritical points [2], 
naturally leads one to pose the following question: 
"In more complex systems, with more than three field 
or field-liket 1 variables, what sort of  more complex 

critical points and critical phenomena can be ex- 
pected?" In this work we propose the classification 
of  critical points by their order, denoted by an index 
0, which we discuss below. For a particular spacet 2 

of critical points (denoted CRS in ref. [1 ]) the value 
of () depends only upon the topological properties of 
that CRS in an appropriately general space of  field 
variables. 

A tricritical point was defined [2] as a point where 
three lines of ordinary critical points meet. Thus, the 
dimensionality of  a space of tricritical points is at 
least one less than the dimensionality of  spaces of  or- 
dinary critical points which intersect there. Spaces of 
ordinary critical points are known to be of  dimension 
d two less than the total number of  field variables n; 
hence a space of  tricritical points is of dimension d <~ 
n - 3. If  n = 4 we may have lines of tricritical points, 
for n = 5, surfaces, and so on. 

A point of  intersection of  lines of tricritical points 
will be as different from a tricritical point as a tricriti- 
cal point is from a simple critical point. This can be 
clearly seen by considering the topology at such a 

t I The term field-like variables refers to quantities, such as pa- 
rameters in a Hamiltonian, which do not suffer a discontin- 
uity across a coexistence surface. Hereafter the term 
field-variable will mean both sorts of variable. See also 
ref. [1]. 

t2In this context the word space refers to any line, surface, 
or higher dimensional entity of critical points. They are all 
smooth subspaces of the total space of field and field-like 
variables. 

point. At a line of tricritical points, three surfaces of  
critical points meet, whereas at the special point sev- 
eral (more than three) distinct surfaces of  critical 
points converge on the special point,  each surface be- 
ing bounded by two of  the lines of tricritical points. 

Such a point,  being qualitatively different, must 
be distinguished from ordinary critical points and 
from tricritical points. To accomplish this, we pro- 
pose a definite number 0, called the order, associated 
with each different kind of critical point and defined 
as follows. One can define ordinary critical points to 
be of  order 0 = 2, and a special point where lines of  
order 0 intersect to be a critical point of  order 0 + 1 
( 0  >~ 2). Thus a tricritical point is of order 0 = 3, 
while a point of intersection of  lines of  tricritical 
points is of  order 0 = 4. 

In general, the dimensionality of spaces of  critical 
points can be larger than zero or one, but the dimen- 
sionality, d, of a space of  critical points of  order () is 
always less than the dimensionality of  the spaces of  
critical points of  order 0 - 1 which intersect at it. 
Griffiths and Wheeler [1 ] reasoned that the dimen- 
sionality of  a space of  ordinary critical points is 
( n -  2); the value o f d  for arbitrary 0 therefore satis- 
fies 

d~<n-  0 (1) 

where n is the total number of  field (and field-like) 
variables available. 

A specific example which demonstrates the impor- 
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lance of  distinguishing the order of  a critical point 

f rom the ~mmber of  critical lines meet ing there is the 

tetracrit ical point  [31 of  Nagle and Bonner.  This is a 

point of  order 0 = 3 with field variables IH, t l , t ,  / 5  

where its, is the staggered magnetic field. Wheu a 

lield-tike variable (the ratio of  short-range t~ long- 

range interact ion strengths) is also inchlded,  lhib b e  

comes part oJ'a line (?.t tricritical points, kq. ( I )  b e  

comes an equal i ty  since n = 4 and 0 = 3. The te~ra,:r~t 
ical point  is simply a poinl on a sn loolh  line of  l r i c r i l  

ical p,oints4 "3 il is of  order (~ = 3 and uot C .... l 
This reasoning corrobora tes  the fact, re)ted by Nagic 

and Bonnet ,  that the expo~leH[s at Hw letracrRica[ 
poin t  are' tke  same as at l tw Iricritical l)oinrs. 

To be concise we now in t roduce  a nota l ion  Io~ 

critical points  of  arbitrary order.  This nota t iou  i~ -in 

extension of  that of  reL l 11. As proposed there, the/e t -  

leis ( 'RS denote  a space of  clitical points, but now ~hc 

order 0 will begiven bv a preceding superscript ,  :rod 
" O 

the di nensional i ty  d by a subscript ( ( R S d ) .  l hu>  :, 

tricritical point ,  which is a poiut  (space of  dimension 

zero) of  order 3 is denoted  by a 3CRSII. A line ol ol- 

dinary critical points  is a 2CRS1 ' three 2('I),S1 l l leet  

at a 3CRS 0. 
Four field or field-like variables are n e e d e d  to 

achieve a critical point  of  order 4. Examples  of  sy.~- 

terns exhibi t ing a critical point  o f  order four  are the 

following: (i) a three-dimensional  lsing mode l  with 

variable in teract ion RJ be tween planes: here the crit~ 

cal point  of  order four occurs in the limit R -* 0 ,m 

the temperature  axis [ i .e . ,  at the po int  R = H = t t s~  =: 

O, and T =  Tc(R =0) ] ,  (it) a variation of  tlle Nagle- 

Bonner model  with the long-range interact ion acting 

.;. 3 A detailed analysis may be found in ref. 14 I; the tetracritical 
point arises because we have chosen a section (}l the ttml 
dimensional space that is tangent to the line of tricritical 
points, rather than a section which i~ttursccls il 

separately on odd and even subiattices, and lilt) a 

one-dinlellsional model  conla inhlg  staggered magnetic 

fields of  different wavelength.  Both models  (ii! and 

{till are exacl ly  >fluMe !51. In  addil ion to these inod- 

el syslenis, several experi lnenlal  s'~ slelns ilia} have 

critical points of  order gl-eute! tilan three, t;o~ exam- 

pie, the order ol the -Iiiple i , ,oinl '  of the spin-flop 

transition is al leas! lhree, 'nul whether  it is l ruh '  

three o~ lout hab yet to be de te lmmed .  

In conclusion,  it should be l~uted thal there are also 

m,n-geometricut ways ,,1 defining order which are enn- 

**ected wilh the scaling hypothesis .  The order o l  a 

:,pace of  critical points turns out to be equal to the 

mm~ber of  relevant scaling variables about  each point 

( d t h a t  space. In most of  the exanlples known to the 

authors,  the two defini t ions coincide:  in particular,  

this is true fnr the examples  ment ioned  above, in 

which eq. ( l ) is satisfied as an equal i ty .  The definit ion 

,>lorder in terms o1 the number  of  relevant scaling 

wlriables may be more appropriate  m very complex 

systems such as lluid mixtures  with more than three 

conlpol len I s. 
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